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Abstract
A wave of recent scholarship has warned about the potential for discriminatory harms of algorithmic systems, spurring an interest in algorithmic accountability and regulation. Meanwhile, parallel concerns about surveillance practices have already led to multiple successful regulatory efforts of surveillance technologies—many of which have algorithmic components. Here, we examine municipal surveillance regulation as offering lessons for algorithmic oversight. Taking the 2017 Seattle Surveillance Ordinance as our primary case study and surveying efforts across five other cities, we describe the features of existing surveillance regulation; including procedures for describing surveillance technologies in detail, requirements for public engagement, and processes for establishing acceptable uses. Although the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance was not intended to address algorithmic accountability, we find these considerations to be relevant to the law’s aim of surfacing disparate impacts of systems in use. We also find that in notable cases government employees did not identify regulated algorithmic surveillance technologies as reliant on algorithmic or machine learning systems, highlighting definitional gaps that could hinder future efforts toward algorithmic regulation. We argue that (i) finer-grained distinctions between types of information systems in the language of law and policy, and (ii) risk assessment tools integrated into their implementation would strengthen future regulatory efforts by rendering underlying algorithmic components more legible and accountable to political and community stakeholders.
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Introduction
Discriminatory harms in algorithmic systems have been examined in technologies as varied as facial recognition (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018), machine translation (Caliskan et al., 2017), and search engines (Noble, 2018; Sweeney, 2013). In response to these risks, recent work by scholars, activists, and policy-makers seeks to make algorithmic systems more accountable. Such interventions can be technical (c.f. Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2017; Guidotti et al., 2018) or regulatory (Dunaher et al., 2017; Jones, 2017; Zarsky, 2016; Ziewitz, 2016). Yet despite the groundswell of interest, persistent questions remain as to what interventions might be most effective.

As efforts around algorithmic regulation are in their early stages, we look to the related yet better-developed area of surveillance regulation, which shares common aims such as making public sector technologies legible to oversight. In recent years, surveillance regulations have been implemented in multiple municipalities across the United States in response to longstanding concerns about police surveillance practices, as well as to increasing public awareness about the use of data-intensive systems by government agencies. Surveillance ordinances have been passed in 13 US jurisdictions as of this writing.¹ Although surveillance laws are generally not intended as algorithmic accountability regulation, they provide a basis for responding to longstanding challenges in regulating algorithmic
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systems, in light of their progress toward subjecting surveillance technologies to public oversight.

Here, we present an ethnographic case study of the 2017 Seattle Surveillance Ordinance and survey more recent legislative efforts from five other cities. We provide a detailed account of how municipal surveillance technologies are regulated in practice. Defining algorithmic systems as technologies that use a computerized procedure—including machine learning or other artificial intelligence (AI) techniques—to make or support decisions, judgments, or assessments, we also examine technologies disclosed under the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance that fit this definition for their technical and social risk dimensions. To conclude, we provide recommendations for how the existing surveillance regulation could better describe and qualify functionality inside algorithmic systems, and suggest that future work should include the development of interpretive tools for making algorithmic systems legible to community stakeholders and policy makers.

Background

Several attributes of algorithmic systems present unique challenges for regulatory oversight efforts. Marketing claims about the capabilities of various systems do not always match their actual functionality (Thomas et al., 2018), and intellectual property protections and “trade secret” laws are used to block efforts to make deeper assessments (Levine, 2007; Pasquaule, 2015). Algorithmic systems adopted by government agencies are not just technical artifacts; they are situated in particular social contexts (Ananny, 2016; Mittelstadt et al., 2016); their embeddedness in larger infrastructure systems makes them only situationally or relationally visible to their users (Star and Ruhleder, 1996). Moreover, algorithmic systems are more emergent and polyvalent than previous media technologies (Ananny, 2016) and limited lay understandings of algorithmic systems may inhibit effective policy making as a result (Danaher et al., 2017). Case studies of existing regulation of algorithmic systems affirm these underlying challenges. For example, digitized stock market trades have been monitored for regulatory compliance in the US since the 1990s, but such oversight is inadequate in the face of ever-increasing complexity, such as in the case of high speed algorithmic trading (Snider, 2014). Given the gap between marketing pitches promoting algorithmic systems and the realities of use, Christin (2017) calls for these to be “decoupled” via ethnographic work on algorithmic systems in practice to better understand their effects on the ground. Some recent studies have begun to move towards this aim (Ananny and Crawford, 2016; Goodman, 2016; Yeung, 2017; Alkhatib and Bernstein, 2019; LaBrie and Steinke 2019; Morley et al. 2019; Reddy et al., 2019).

The push for algorithmic regulation is urgent in the context of considering discriminatory harms in surveillance and policing. People of color are disproportionately arrested and imprisoned (Warde, 2013), leading them to be overrepresented in government databases (Eubanks, 2018; Madden et al., 2017), and in turn more likely to become the subjects of surveillance. The addition of data analytics transforms acquired data into raw material for predictions about human behavior that support automated decisions and interventions. Van Dijck (2014) analyses these practices as part of the logic of as “datafication,” a dimension of surveillance in which machine learning and other algorithmic techniques surface patterns from prior events, yielding new knowledge about a person, place, or group. Growing evidence indicates that decision-making based on detaffed surveillance reproduces and amplifies the structural inequalities reflected in the underlying datasets employed (Barocas and Selbst, 2016; Crawford, 2016), which could have multiple adverse impacts for data subjects long term (Katell, 2018).

In this way, modern algorithmic systems introduce new risks as compared to previous practices. Brayne (2017) distinguishes “Big Data policing” from prior surveillance practice by its use of quantified risk assessment applied systematically and categorically, as opposed to selectively. Brayne documents how Big Data shifts policing towards predictive analytics; alert-based (rather than query-based) information systems; lower thresholds for including information as compared with previous practices; and data integration across disparate sources. The resulting risks are particularly evident in predictive policing systems, which are susceptible for example to a type of risk known as “runaway feedback loops” (Ensign et al., 2017). At one popular system calculates a “risk score” based on a range of factors including the number of encounters the subject has had with police. Individuals assigned higher scores are more likely to be policed and each encounter further increases their score (Joh 2014). Similar problems are documented across government systems, notably in software used to assess a criminal defendant’s recidivism risk (Angwin et al., 2016; Chouldechova, 2017). Although algorithmic harms were not in and of themselves the impetus for surveillance oversight in the campaign to which we turn, the convergence of surveillance practices and algorithmic harm informed our analysis of recent regulatory efforts.

Methods

In order to study the strengths, weaknesses, and lessons learned from municipal government efforts to regulate surveillance technology, we conduct an in-depth case
study on the 2017 Seattle Surveillance Ordinance and survey laws from five other cities. The Seattle Surveillance Ordinance is recognized as landmark legislation because of its early adoption and the strength of its detailed reporting processes, public engagement mechanisms, and direct political oversight functions (American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Washington, 2017; Green, 2019). We adopted an ethnographic approach in order to understand the social and political factors that led to the design of the current regulation, to describe its content and implementation, and to characterize the perspectives of key stakeholders on its achievements and opportunities for improvement. Our first aim was to describe the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance on its own terms: what motivated policy-makers in Seattle to pursue this effort? What rationales led to these specific definitions and procedures? And, how are these definitions and procedures being enacted in practice? These “emic” (i.e. grounded in participant views and epistemologies) perspectives provide the necessary foundation to understand the ordinance on its own terms, at which point we go on to apply an etic (i.e. external to the participants’ own perspective) reading of the law as informing algorithmic accountability, our second aim.

Our case study consists of 14 semi-structured and open-ended interviews (Weiss, 1995), participant observation (Atkinson and Hammersley, 1998) of two public meetings, and document analysis (Bowen, 2009) of artifacts related to the law and its implementation. Eleven of our interviews were with Seattle policymakers, city employees, local activists, and advocates involved in the development and implementation of the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance, and two interviews were with vendor personnel for technologies purchased by the city. Interviewees were selected for their centrality to the development of the ordinance, or for their familiarity with technologies subject to City Council oversight. For insights into these ongoing regulatory efforts in areas where they were still emergent, we also conducted a phone interview with an academic focused on US municipal technology policy.

Our field observations consist of one public engagement meeting in 2018 and one Surveillance Community Working Group meeting in 2019. The public engagement event we attended sought public input on Automated License Plate Reader (ALPR) technology and occurred in a public library in South Seattle in October 2018. The working group meeting was its first and focused on administrative issues. Our observation also included online observation of news coverage, community blogs, and public listservs. Documents were chosen based on their ability to provide insight into the motivation for the law and its implementation; these included the text of the law, publicly posted information about its implementation such as Surveillance Impact Reports (SIRs), reporting templates for the ordinance and related city IT governance processes, emails from public listservs, and news articles. This analysis also included the 2018 and successive versions of the “Master List” of technologies determined to be surveillance, as disclosed by municipal departments for review by the City Council.

To better characterize the functionality of the technologies on the Master List, we conducted an iterative, inductive qualitative coding procedure of the disclosed technologies. The coding scheme shifted over these iterations from a detailed typology to a simplification oriented towards exposing dimensions of the technologies relevant to analyzing their algorithmic functions. To validate the finding that at least three technologies in current use were likely to be using machine learning or AI, we also sought input from experts in machine learning and AI via a survey of researchers in those fields (c.f. Krafft et al., 2019). The results of our review of the 2018 Master List informed our interview data collection by prompting us to ask personnel what systems under review used algorithms and machine learning, and informed our data analysis by attuning us to how functionalities of existing systems are surfaced in the language of reporting templates.

In addition to our in-depth case study of Seattle, we also reviewed the policy language of five other surveillance- ordinance efforts from Oakland, California; Berkeley, California; Davis, California; Nashville, Tennessee; and Cambridge, Massachusetts. These efforts varied in their strengths and maturity. Our review was aimed at providing a basis for us to assess what elements in Seattle’s ordinance are common to laws in other cities. Our data collection for the comparative study consisted of documents on (i) the ordinances themselves, (ii) local and national press coverage of each ordinance, and (iii) model language advanced in a national campaign by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).

Case study

Our case study traces the motivation and implementation of the current Seattle Surveillance Ordinance between 2017 and 2019. Seattle has long been home to an active and engaged public on issues related to government technology use. In 2012, local activists were catalyzed to act by news reports that the Seattle Police Department (SPD) had acquired surveillance technologies without clear policy guidance or public disclosure; including a drone aircraft procured with federal funding, a closed circuit television (CCTV) network, and a mesh network capable of tracking WiFi-enabled devices (Crump, 2016). Around the same time in 2013, the
Black Lives Matter movement elevated systemic racism and police brutality to a wider audience (Freelon et al., 2016). Edward Snowden’s 2013 revelations about the extent of National Security Agency spying practices also raised national awareness of the technological frontiers of surveillance generally (Madden, 2014). Advocacy and activism associated with these efforts ultimately led multiple cities in the US to enact laws subjecting surveillance systems to oversight.

Responding to these developments, in 2013 the Seattle City Council passed an ordinance mandating that city departments provide the Council with detailed descriptions of how new surveillance equipment would be used—requiring Council approval prior to procurement. However, some local observers criticized the 2013 effort, arguing it had fallen short of providing meaningful transparency and accountability. For instance, five months after the initial surveillance reports were to have been submitted to the Council, a local privacy and police accountability activist requested their disclosure and learned that no technologies had been submitted for Council review up to that point (Mocek, 2014). Then, in 2016, a local newspaper reported that the SPD was using software called Geofeedia to scrape, collate, and store social media posts associated with geolocations (Herz, 2016). As the existing 2013 ordinance only subjecting new surveillance equipment (i.e., hardware) to public approval, SPD did not seek Council review for their use of Geofeeda as a software application. The news report was met with a public outcry. Council member Lorena González, a former civil rights lawyer and Chair of the Public Safety Committee, responded by leading the effort to revise the existing ordinance to include a new focus on the racial and social justice dimensions of surveillance.

Describing her concern with new data collection, González (2018) explained, “Once we collect data, using any type of technology, that becomes part of our public records. And then it’s susceptible to being requested by ICE [Immigration and Customs Enforcement], by DHS [Department of Homeland Security], or other federal agencies who do not have—at this point in time—the best interests of communities of color in mind” (González, 2018).

In recognition of the salience of these concerns and others, the language of the 2017 ordinance highlights the need to assess the “disparate impact” of surveillance on marginalized groups (City of Seattle Surveillance Ordinance 125376 2017). Specifically, the 2017 ordinance (amended in 2018) contains a series of declarations that signals these risks as directly inspiring the law:

WHEREAS, Seattle residents can significantly benefit from carefully considered deployments of surveillance technologies that support the City’s responsibility to provide public safety and other services to the public, but such technologies also create risks to civil liberties related to privacy, freedom of speech or association, or disparate impact on groups through over surveillance, and…

WHEREAS, protocols proposed by City departments for the use of surveillance technologies should include specific steps to mitigate civil liberties concerns and the risks of information sharing with entities such as the federal government, and should incorporate racial equity principles into such protocols to ensure that surveillance technologies do not perpetuate institutionalized racism or race-based disparities… (Seattle Surveillance Ordinance 118930 2017)

As the law was being constructed to apply to a broader array of technologies, some expressed concern that such a broad mandate for increasing public awareness about surveillance technologies might negatively impact the department’s ability to protect public safety. As one department employee told us, “With the surveillance ordinance there still is a concern that it basically is going to shut down SPD’s ability to do any sort of surveillance on known criminals… we will fight crime with one hand tied behind our backs” (Police department employee, 2018a). Councilmember González recalled that similar concerns from the police department were a source of tension in the policymaking process, particularly the degree to which inter-departmental intelligence gathering is seen as essential to cross-jurisdictional efforts to fight major crimes, such as international terrorism, large-scale drug sales, sex trafficking, and human trafficking. SPD was concerned that expanding the mandate of the surveillance ordinance beyond equipment could include inter-agency surveillance and data sharing practices which are seen to be crucial to public safety efforts.

Ultimately this tension resulted in a compromise over the scope of how surveillance technologies would be defined, and thus which activities would be subject to disclosure and approval. Whereas local advocates hoped the law would extend beyond City of Seattle-procured technologies to include data flowing via SPD’s inter-jurisdictional intelligence sharing relationships (González, 2018; Narayan, 2018), SPD stated this approach would be infeasible. One respondent said: “The local chapter of the ACLU wanted to take [the scope of the ordinance] further, they wanted to address every piece of data that might qualify as surveillance data. That would be overwhelming considering we have literally millions of records… Maybe someday, but we are not there yet” (Police Department Employee, 2018b).

The final language of the amendment achieved a compromise with SPD to apply to hardware and software “designed, intended to be used, or primarily used” for
the purpose of surveillance—but not datasets collected by hardware and software owned by other agencies.

A final key debate in the drafting of the ordinance was with respect to the form of public engagement, given the law’s stated intent to surface the race and social justice impacts of each technology. Community advocates and the bill’s sponsor desired the direct involvement of historically targeted communities in the vetting process. Within the city, some expressed reservations about whether laypersons could potentially veto a surveillance technology after considerable resources had already been dedicated to its procurement and reporting requirements, preferring community engagement to occur at the beginning of the process. Despite these reservations about late-stage community input, the law was updated in 2018 to include a Community Surveillance Working Group, with members appointed by the Mayor and City Council, to evaluate draft reports on each technology and prepare privacy and civil liberties impact assessments (Seattle Municipal Code § 14.18.080).

The ordinance includes procedures for disclosing the city’s surveillance technologies, reporting and departmental commitments to particular uses of each technology, and community input. The process consists of six phases (see Figure 1): (i) the creation of a standing “Master List” of technologies in use or in procurement by the city to be filed with the City Clerk and made publicly available; (ii) the compilation of a detailed SIR for each technology and its use; (iii) a public comment period and public engagement events specific to each technology; (iv) review of the SIR and public comments by the Community Surveillance Working Group which adds a privacy and civil liberties impact assessment to each SIR; (v) City Council approval; and (vi) an annual equity impact assessment of acquired technologies. Each SIR must include descriptive details about the functionality of the technology, its planned or reasonably foreseen uses, the types of identifiable information collected, a detailed data management plan, potential civil rights and disparate impacts, potential benefits to the public agency adopting the technology, and a description of public engagement efforts along with any feedback received. Surveillance oversight and reporting joins existing city-wide processes for data governance in city-procured technology, including privacy and cybersecurity compliance processes. The context of this integration affords additional oversight mechanisms; for instance, when system capabilities or uses advance beyond those approved by City Council, city personnel determine whether those new capabilities are sufficient to require a renewed SIR and political approval process. The city also has a default clause in its vendor agreements called the “Right of First Refusal,” under which it can decline vendor-initiated changes to existing systems.

We attended a public comment event in October 2018 that presented ALPR technology in parking enforcement and patrol uses. The event featured presentations, semi-structured discussion, and both verbal and written opportunities to provide public comment. The room setup featured whiteboards, large adhesive posters with discussion questions posted on the wall, and chairs clustered around each whiteboard. The first 30 minutes featured presentations from city employees including police officers. An SPD employee responsible for police technology privacy and transparency gave a short presentation on how the department uses ALPR in patrol vehicles and parking enforcement, explaining how scans of license plates in the field are checked against a “hot list” of plate numbers associated with persons involved with violent crimes, missing children and senior citizens, or stolen cars. This presentation was followed by planned remarks from SPD leadership and field officers as to the value and use of ALPR in the field. Throughout the presentations, members of the public asked clarifying questions. After the presentation, employees from the city led breakout sessions around respondents’ hopes, concerns, and suggestions for the city, including ideas for how else department aims could be accomplished in the absence of ALPR.

In posts on public email listservs after the event, members in a local privacy activist group expressed their skepticism that the benefits of ALPR use outweighed its risks. One person wrote, “In the context of SPD’s use of ALPR, [a presenter] showed a slide with a map which had stolen vehicle recoveries plotted on it. When someone in the audience asked her if those were incidents in which ALPR was used to recover the vehicles, her response... strongly implied that while [the map] implied such, they were, in fact, not” (Mocek, 2018, listserv post). Here, the speaker expresses concern about a map presented by SPD to indicate stolen vehicle recoveries, while SPD responses to audience questioning suggested that the vehicle recoveries were not attributable to the use of ALPR. This gap between how ALPR is portrayed and its use in practice raised the activist’s critique that technologies were being framed so as to incline public approval.

This episode also illustrates the multiple purposes that the law pursues to increase transparency, accountability, and the public trust. Notably, the most salient aspects of the law vary with respect to different vantage points; to civil rights advocates, the ordinance is intended to address the disparate impacts of surveillance; to employees working on data privacy, the law is a further expression of the city’s commitment to data governance; to the police department, the law can build trust within the community—without which the police cannot work effectively.
In practice, while thorough documentation and publication of reports is a primary tool for accountability and transparency in the surveillance ordinance, reporting processes are time-intensive. As of our writing in early 2019, SIRs for five technologies have been published and led through the public comment process, and are still under review by the Community Surveillance Working Group. A first cluster of technologies, grouped by theme, will be presented to the City Council for approval beginning in Fall 2019. Respondents highlighted the page length of completed SIRs as a challenge to public engagement processes. For example, the report on SPD patrol car use of ALPRs is 349 pages long prior to additional input from the Community Working Group; a camera used by the Fire Department to remediate hazardous materials spills (“hazmat camera”) is 118 pages; another technology used by the Department of Transportation to collect anonymized hardware ID pings from mobile devices to aggregate data on point-to-point travel time (“Acyclica”) is 38 pages.

Qualitative coding of surveillance technologies

As another dimension of our analysis, we conduct a review of the 2018 Master List of 28 surveillance technologies that were disclosed by municipal departments in accordance with Seattle’s ordinance. Technologies were included on the Master List if they met the ordinance’s determination criteria for surveillance technology (see Table 1), namely, “any electronic device, software program, or hosted software solution that is designed or primarily intended to be used for the purpose of surveillance.” Surveillance is defined as means to observe or analyze the movements, behavior, or actions of identifiable individuals in a manner that is reasonably likely to raise concerns about civil liberties, freedom of speech or association, racial equity or social justice. Identifiable individuals also include individuals whose identity can be revealed by license plate data when combined with any other record. Under the determination criteria, a technology is not surveillance if an individual “knowingly and voluntarily consented to provide the information, or had a clear and conspicuous opportunity to opt out of providing the information” (Seattle Municipal Code § 14.18.010). Our review of the Master List allows us to ground our analysis of the surveillance ordinance in the technologies to which it is being applied.

To be systematic and to facilitate comparison in our review of these technologies, we inductively coded the features of the disclosed technologies to create a typology. Our aim was for the typology to capture (i) functionality, (ii) characteristics, and (iii) potential for misuse. The dimensions of our final typology indicated which municipal department is using the technology, and other attributes of the technologies described in Table 2. Table 3 shows the codes of the technologies on the Master List. Our coding process was based on information about the technologies available from public documents, public hearings, and our interviews, but should be interpreted as our best informed assessments given that we did not have access to audit the physical technologies or any software specifications. Grey-shaded rows indicate technologies that likely employ algorithmic or AI components. Empty cells indicate information the authors could not obtain, judge, or infer with a reasonable degree of confidence. Column descriptions follow.

In part due to years of active privacy and security advocacy in the community, Seattle does not use several data-intensive technologies (such as predictive policing
tools) already in use in other major municipalities. Many of the listed technologies are traditional surveillance hardware, such as cameras like CCTV and emergency scene cameras. Alongside these technologies we noted some systems whose software presents the potential for algorithmic harms by engaging in datafication or utilizing algorithmic functions. At least three disclosed technologies rely in some capacity on machine learning or AI—two forms of automated license plate recognition, and a Booking Photo Comparison Software (BPCS). One software tool used for data analysis in police intelligence work, i2 iBase, can be enhanced with plugins that use inferential data analysis, but these are not currently included in the software in use by the department.

At the conclusion of this coding midway through our interview data collection, we decided to ask city employees about what algorithmic systems are in use in the city. Of our six total interviews with city employees whose roles relate to the ordinance, we asked three what algorithmic systems were in use at the city without defining algorithmic systems in asking this question. Two employees said that the city was not using algorithmic systems; another said that while BPCS used face recognition, its use may eventually be discontinued due

Table 1. Surveillance Technology Determination Criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the technology meet the definition a Surveillance Technology?</td>
<td>Technology whose primary purpose is to observe or analyze the movements, behavior, or actions of identifiable individuals in a manner that is reasonably likely to raise concerns about civil liberties, freedom of speech or association, racial equity or social justice. Identifiable individuals also include individuals whose identity can be revealed by license plate data when combined with any other record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do any of the following exclusion criteria apply?</td>
<td>Technology that is used to collect data where an individual knowingly and voluntarily provides the data. Technologies used for everyday office use. Body-worn cameras. Cameras installed in or on a police vehicle. Cameras installed pursuant to state law authorization in or on any vehicle or along a public right-of-way solely to record traffic violations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do any of the inclusion criteria apply?</td>
<td>Technology that monitors only City employees in the performance of their City functions. The technology disparately impacts disadvantaged groups. There is a high likelihood that personally identifiable information will be shared with non-City entities that will use the data for a purpose other than providing the City with a contractually agreed-upon service. The technology collects data that is personally identifiable even if obscured, de-identified, or anonymized after collection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Departmental abbreviations and typology for qualitative codes used in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPD</td>
<td>Seattle Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL</td>
<td>Seattle City Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDT</td>
<td>Seattle Department of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>Seattle Fire Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Collects and stores digital data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Uses a computerized procedure, including machine learning or other artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, to make or support decisions, judgments, or assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Involves image data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD</td>
<td>Involves video data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Involves audio data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Involves relational, i.e. network, data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Potentially collected collateral data, i.e. non-targeted data as a result of targeted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Is a mobile system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Is a tracking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Engages in continuous monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Has the pervasive deployment that causes panoptic harms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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to civil liberties concerns. This same respondent considered that algorithmic bias regulation would have to be taken up by an entirely separate regulatory effort, and that bias was not in scope of the intended goals for the ordinance. Other city employees framed the value of the law as an exercise in data governance, and focused on the data collection dimension of surveillance devices—rather than their analytic or datafication properties. In our discussion, we reflect on the lessons of these findings for future regulatory efforts.

### Discussion

**Unaccounted algorithmic harms**

Those closely involved with the Surveillance Ordinance considered algorithmic bias considerations to be out of scope, requiring separate legislation. However, we find that at least two systems listed on the Master List merit additional assessment as to their potential for algorithmic harm. For example, ALPR employs an algorithmic process (optical character recognition, or OCR) to recognize the characters on license plates in view and then compares this data to a “hot list” of cars associated with theft, missing persons, criminal investigations, and substantial unpaid parking tickets. When a scanned plate is a match for the hot list, an alert sounds and a notification appears on the device interface in the police patrol vehicle. Here, a key algorithmic risk is “false positive” identifications resulting in unwarranted police engagements. The computer vision technology of OCR that underlies ALPRs is considered to be generally reliable in certain contexts. However, ALPRs still yield many false positives.
A field officer we interviewed indicated that the rate of false positives is so high, “hits” or positive identifications are often ignored, at least by experienced field officers.

False positives may arise not from errors in the OCR alone, but from limits of system functionality. According to police employees, ALPRs in use in Seattle do not identify the state on a license plate, so a common form of false positive is for a hit matching the plate number alphanumerically, but for a different state. Although SPD policy requires officers to verify the identified plate with a dispatcher, one officer interviewed in our field work indicated that mistakes are common, especially when new officers are learning to use the system. The same officer noted that these mistakes have led to unwarranted police engagements with drivers in Seattle. Considering that traffic stops have the potential to escalate (especially when someone is suspected of a crime that contributes to a plate’s inclusion on the “hot list”), this failure mode warrants serious attention. Notably, Seattle is one of many US cities whose racially disparate application of policing has led to federal investigations and court-mandated supervision (Moy, 2019). Another technology included in the 2018 Master List, BPCS compares security camera stills with King County Jail booking photos and returns matches. As with OCR, face recognition is susceptible to false positives, which could misidentify innocent individuals. Compounding this problem, current face recognition software has been shown to have higher false positive rates for darker skin tones (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018).

Data-driven technologies pose risks for marginalized groups not only when their outputs are inaccurate, but also when their prompts reflect an accurate synthesis of data that is used in a racially inequitable social context. Scholars have recognized the disproportionality of arrests and convictions for people of color for decades (cf. Fellner and Human Rights Watch, 2009). In algorithmic systems, these distortions have the potential to create feedback loops, as previously mentioned. Historic patterns of racialized policing produce data that amplify and distort a link between race and unlawful behavior: “For example, if police officers have been more likely to stop black drivers than white drivers, police data may encode a statistically significant link between race and traffic violations” (Moy, 2019: 15). ALPR and BPCS are both potentially capable of feedback loops of this nature. For instance, ALPR technology is used to identify drivers with unpaid parking tickets; to the extent that people experiencing poverty are less likely to be able to pay tickets on time, a positive ALPR match for unpaid citations could lead to additional fines. Similarly, BPCS utilizes a database of booking photos; disproportionate levels of policing leads to disproportionate representation of people of color in police databases, which leads to greater potential for software to identify—or misidentify—people of color. These considerations indicate a need to consider such risks in the existing evaluation procedures in pursuit of surfacing the disparate impacts of existing surveillance technologies.

**Mental models of artificial intelligence and algorithmic systems**

Several conversations in our field work indicated that broader definitions of algorithmic systems and AI could empower regulatory approaches to algorithmic accountability and transparency for technologies in current use. When we asked a city employee who works on police technologies, “Do the technologies that the Police Department use have an algorithmic or machine-learning component?”, the employee replied “Well ALPR is not, doesn’t have that algorithmic intel—...I mean it’s just...we go in and we look at reads. What it can do is it can match up optical characters against a list of numbers, or license plates. But it doesn’t, it’s not like an iterative, AI type of process that—you know—it learns from its mistakes’ and it ‘becomes increasingly invasive’—there’s nothing like that.” Others mentioned the difficulties of understanding the underlying technologies or asserted machine learning or AI were not being used within the city. Respondents did not provide detailed information as to their own definitions of AI and algorithmic systems, and our team did not provide definitions of algorithmic systems as part of our interviews. However, these responses point toward a sense among some city employees that algorithmic regulation is more appropriate for technologies on the horizon, rather than the quotidian systems in current use.

Through our discussions with city employees and data analysis, we came to understand this sense as likely driven by two factors; first, an expectation that tasks which are easy for people—such as vision—should also be easy or engineers to program into computers; we call this the Minsky Fallacy. An apocryphal tale has it that Marvin Minsky, a forebearer of the field of AI, provided a student mentee a summer project to build a computer vision system that could perform image segmentation and recognition. The story is well known because of how drastically Minsky underestimated the difficulty of these two computational problems that have since fostered decades of work dedicated to solving them. One respondent’s description was evocative of Minsky in claiming, “What it can do is it can match up—you know—optical characters against a list of numbers, or license plates...” Here, like Minsky, the response neglects the underlying difficulty of this
computational task and overlooks the presence of algorithmic processing.

We also identify a second related definitional disconnect at play: a mental image of AI as involving complex forms of agency. In this conception, if algorithms or AI are not necessary for “easy tasks” such as computer vision, then the scope of AI reaches towards greater capabilities. Our respondent describes an AI process as something that “learns from its mistakes” and “becomes increasingly invasive,” a conception of AI we refer to as the *Terminator Fallacy*. Here we draw a parallel to the dystopian science fiction movie, *The Terminator*. The eponymous character of this movie is an AI-powered robot who acts in intelligent, recognizably human ways, contributing to its complex (and deadly) capabilities. While there is no consensus definition of AI among experts working in the field, we note that the definitive landmark textbook Russell and Norvig’s (2016) *Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach* includes sections on handwritten character recognition and on image recognition in its advanced chapters, suggesting that these capabilities found in ALPR systems are included within conventional definitions of AI.

**Ordinance comparison**

In addition to our in-depth case study in Seattle, we also considered regulatory efforts in other US jurisdictions at the time of writing. Table 4 summarizes these comparisons. Overall, we concluded that the Seattle ordinance was among the strongest and most comprehensive. Opportunities for public engagement are more robust in the Seattle ordinance than recent efforts in other areas, such as Nashville, where there appears to be no public engagement component. The Seattle ordinance is also the most thorough with respect to providing mechanisms for further review of a surveillance system’s functionality if it changes after initial approval.

**Defining surveillance technology.** In all of the ordinances we examined, devices and systems are regulated only if they meet the ordinance definition of “surveillance technology” and are not excluded by the ordinance by other clauses (see Table 1 for the determination criteria in Seattle). Table 4 summarizes the definition of surveillance technology used in each ordinance, indicates whether the law includes references to algorithmic systems, whether an intent to minimize harm to marginalized groups is mentioned, and whether it includes community participation in evaluating the technologies. We evaluated which definitions of surveillance technology prompt the evaluation of algorithmic features that may be present in a technology, such as the image identification capabilities of a camera system, or data analysis systems that act on passively collected data such as web or social media data to surface insights about subjects or events. We note that the surveillance technology definitions employed in Cambridge, Davis, Nashville, and Oakland all contain some reference to systems that “process” information. Of those four, all but Davis also refer to systems that “analyze.” The Seattle and Berkeley ordinance definitions do not include either of those words. We find no explicit treatment of algorithmic systems in any of the other ordinances we reviewed.

The Seattle definition is the most narrow in limiting the definition to technologies “designed or primarily intended to be used for the purpose of surveillance” (Seattle Municipal Code § 14.18.010). While many surveillance technologies and data sets would likely fall under this definition, other relevant technologies would not. For instance, in New York City, E-ZPass readers, which detect RFID identifiers carried in cars and trucks intended for highway and bridge tolling, had been installed and re-purposed throughout Manhattan to measure traffic patterns without relevant data governance policy limiting how resulting data traces were used (Hirose, 2015).

**Community oversight.** Only the Seattle and Oakland ordinances include concrete community oversight mechanisms. In Seattle, civil rights advocates and Councilmember González were motivated to give a voice to members of communities historically targeted by government surveillance in the city’s adoption of surveillance technologies. As Councilmember González, said, “There is no doubt that when surveillance technology is used in the law enforcement context, it will be used primarily against black and brown communities” (González, 2018). Public engagement in Seattle includes public presentations and structured discussion, a public comment period, and privacy and civil liberties impact assessments of the Community Surveillance Working Group. The Oakland Surveillance Ordinance requires oversight by a “Privacy Advisory Commission,” who is provided an opportunity to make recommendations to the City Council for every proposed acquisition or change of previously approved uses of a surveillance technology (Oakland Municipal Code §9.64.020). Privacy Advisory Commission members are appointed by the Mayor and subject to approval by the City Council. While membership on the Oakland Privacy Advisory Commission is not as narrowly targeted as Seattle’s Community Surveillance Working Group, it is designed to represent a range of interests including privacy and technology activists, legal scholars, financial professionals, and technology experts (Oakland City Council Ordinance 13349 C.M.S., 2016).
**Algorithmic oversight.** We find that all of the recent surveillance regulations we reviewed, even those currently being drafted, have similar limitations with respect to processes for algorithmic accountability and transparency. While four of the six ordinances we analyzed include references to the processing of information in their technology definitions, and three of them also mention data analysis, general language such as “analyze” and data “processing” may not highlight many inferential, machine learning, or automated processes with their attendant concerns. A primary motivation of ordinances in Seattle, Cambridge, and Oakland is to surface the civil rights implications of data intensive systems; here we identify opportunities to strengthen these existing reporting processes to surface algorithmic harms.

**Easy wins for strengthening surveillance ordinances**

The stated aim of the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance is to surface the civil liberties and disparate impacts of surveillance technologies, primarily via public engagement and detailed reporting processes that seek to surface the functionality and use of each system. Given these factors, we find that the reporting tools used in the ordinance’s implementation would be improved with respect to the law’s stated aims if these tools attended to the algorithmic details of these systems, for example, by including questions that would distinguish between different data processing methods. Adding these questions to existing reporting tools and processes would increase the effectiveness of the SIR reporting process as an exercise in surfacing the disparate impact of such systems by increasing the ability of existing reporting processes to surface risks particular to algorithmic systems, such as classification errors, false positives, and feedback loops.

The existing reporting template calls for general descriptions of how a technology works, what data it collects, and how it is used; these existing processes would be strengthened by adding heuristics to existing reporting processes that help identify whether a technology incorporates predictive or other algorithmic

---

**Table 4. Comparison of municipal surveillance ordinances.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Surveillance technology definition</th>
<th>Mentions algorithms</th>
<th>Mentions disparate impact, marginalization, or racism</th>
<th>Community oversight process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>“Designed or primarily intended to be used for the purpose of surveillance.”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Surveillance Impact Reports must include public comments from community meetings, city website. Civil Liberties Impact Assessment to be provided by an appointed Community Surveillance Working Group. Annual review includes complaints or concerns received by departments from the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>“Designed, or primarily intended to remotely and surreptitiously collect…”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Surveillance Technology Reports to include complaints received by the City from the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>“Capable of collecting, capturing, recording, retaining, processing, intercepting, analyzing, monitoring, or sharing…”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Community concerns or complaints to be included in Annual Surveillance Report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>“Used, designed, or primarily intended to collect, retain, process, or share…”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Community concerns or complaints to be included in Annual Surveillance Report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville</td>
<td>“Capable of collecting, capturing, recording, retaining, processing, intercepting, analyzing, monitoring, or sharing…”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None specified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>“Used, designed, or primarily intended to collect, retain, analyze, process, or share…”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Privacy Advisory Commission to review SIR, Surveillance Use Policy, and Annual Surveillance Reports prior to Council approval. Annual Surveillance Reports to include complaints received by the City from the public.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features, and what failure modes to anticipate for each of those features. For example, an impact report template like the one used in Seattle could include prompts such as “Does the technology rely on a software algorithm for analysis?”, and “What harms are possible if this software makes a mistake?” or “What information is a human operator being given about the reliability of the data?” or “Has any underlying data analysis software been independently evaluated for its potential for misclassification or other errors?”

**Broader policy implications**

Our work also has broader implications in the area of tech regulation. Our findings suggest differences in how government employees versus the academic community define algorithmic systems. Although the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance was not explicitly billed as algorithmic accountability and transparency legislation, the potential to overlook algorithmic harms could occur in other efforts towards tech fairness legislation (such as two recent draft bills in Washington State in 2019), autonomous vehicle laws, or regulation of algorithmic warfare and autonomous weapons. In the case of autonomous weapons, for instance, one of the major barriers to progress in international discussions has been a lack of agreement over what counts as an autonomous weapon (c.f. Conn, 2016; Russian Federation, 2018). Lessons may be drawn from other communities of practice for next steps in defining and classifying levels of automation and autonomy. For example, in the domain of automated driving vehicles, the Society for Automotive Engineers International defines five levels of vehicle automation: no automation, driving assistance, partial automation, conditional automation, high automation, and full automation; these levels include detailed definitions for making assessments that have been useful in ongoing regulatory efforts (Smith, 2017). Our work affirms a need for both definitional and translational work to bring clearer and more consistent understandings of algorithmic systems to a wider array of stakeholder groups. To remediate this gap, future work could develop reporting tools and heuristics that might bolster existing oversight processes like those found in the SIRs used in implementing the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance.

**Conclusion**

We observe that several efforts to regulate surveillance technology in the US are motivated by a goal to surface disparate impact to social groups who have been historically targeted by surveillance practices. On its own terms, the Seattle law is addressed to “surveillance technology” with an interest in the racial and social justice impact of surveillance; we find its reporting documents are primarily concerned with the data collection function of surveillance systems, as opposed to data analysis processes. We also found that city policymakers and personnel drew distinctions between the surveillance technologies under review and algorithmic systems, even as disclosed technologies incorporated computer vision and automated inference techniques. Given that the Seattle law aims to surface the disparate impact of technologies adopted by city agencies, we argue that its implementation would be further strengthened with additional criteria that would address the data processing, analysis, and classification functions performed on surveillance data, with a focus on the disparate impacts that result from those functions.

Targeted changes to reporting procedures could surface computational functions and malfunctions, enabling more effective inquiry into potential disparate impacts of surveillance systems. Integrating finer-grained guidance on relevant distinctions between types of algorithmic and information systems would strengthen regulatory efforts by making the potential harms of underlying algorithmic components more legible to political and community stakeholders. Future work could explore more scalable heuristics and definitional distinctions by which algorithmic systems could become legible to lawmakers as machine learning and AI, considering the degree to which their presence in the system is “relational,” that is, shifting with respect to the viewer (Star and Ruhleder, 1996). To this end, we recognize an opportunity to extend lessons from the policy making of autonomous vehicles (Smith, 2017) and weapons (Lewis, 2014) to provide a conceptual schema characterizing degrees of automation, intended for a non-specialist, policy making audience. Such a schema could also promote evaluation against a list of risks particular to these technologies, such as false positives, misclassification, and feedback loops. This approach would better equip policymakers to locate uses of machine learning in otherwise quotidian technologies, and pull discussion of AI regulation toward closer consideration of systems currently in use.
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